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Like The Sunrise
Sarah West

Sara west: Like the sunrise tabbed by Toby04

Intro: G - Cadd9 - G - Cadd9

Verse:

          Cadd9        
Daddy was strong but he was tender
             G
Told me one thing i still remember
           Em/G                           G
Girl dont lose yourself along temptations path
          Cadd9 
He was a born and raised beliver
           G
raising a star where i dreamed of
        Em/G                         G
always worried i was screwing up too fast

Bridge 
                 Cadd9
If only you could see
                G
the dream in my heart
                   Cadd9
I want to find the light
              D
Hiding in the dark

Chorus
                 Cadd9
And i just wanna burn like the sunrise
               G
colouring the sky, with promise 
          D              Cadd9            G
Open up a vein and feed a rainbow from my soul!
             Cadd9        G             Em/G
i just wanna run past the point of no return
                G
mhmm.. like the sunrise..

Verse
             Cadd9
I ve come a long way from a small town
       G
always bounced back when im knocked down



         Em/G                                G
i won a hundred different faces but they all mine
         Cadd9
and if i stray and if i falter, 
           G
im still a righteous man s daughter!
        Em/G                                     G
All my strength comes from the words he spoke to me..

Bridge 
                Cadd9
If only you were here
                    G
im sure id make you proud
            Cadd9   
everytime i reach for something
                G
just beyond the clo-ouds!

Chorus
                 Cadd9
And i just wanna burn like the sunrise
               G
colouring the sky, with promise 
          D              Cadd9            G
Open up a vein and feed a rainbow from my soul!
             Cadd9                     G
i just wanna run past the point of no return
             Em/G
I just wanna burn.. like the sunrise!..

(Acoustic guitar solo / vocal pause)

Bridge 
                Cadd9
If only you were here
                    G
im sure id make you proud
            Cadd9   
everytime i reach for something
                G
just beyond the clo-ouds!

Chorus = Climax chorus / Outro 
                 Cadd9
And i just wanna burn like the sunrise
               G
colouring the sky, with promise 
          D              Cadd9            G
Open up a vein and feed a rainbow from my soul! Yieah!
             Cadd9                     G
i just wanna run past the point of no return
             Em/G



I just wanna bu-urn!

                 Cadd9
And i just wanna burn like the sunrise
               G
colouring the sky, with promise 
          D              Cadd9            G
Open up a vein and feed a rainbow from my soul! Yieah!
             Cadd9                     Em/G
i just wanna run past the point of no return..
                         G
(Small pause).. like the sunrise!..

Outro

Like the sunrise..
Mhmmm..


